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It's hard to imagine a place more stunning than Central California's Big Sur. This 80-mile stretch of magnificent mountains, stunning cliffs and surreal, stone-studded beaches are still sparsely populated, still a region where, as writer and longtime Big Sur resident Henry Miller put it, one feels exposed – not only to the elements, but to the sight of God. For years, the area was better known for its beauty than for its properties, which were
mainly campsites and rustic holiday colonies. But in 1975, the picture changed significantly with the opening of Ventana, a 24-room luxury resort on a spectacular 300-acre piece of land. Ventana has since doubled in size, and six years ago it was joined by an equally exclusive establishment, the Post Ranch Inn, which is now on every serious traveler's list of must-haves. These young classics share the grass with a venerable holdover
from Big Sur's funkier times, Deetjen's Big Sur Inn. Despite differences in style and amenities, all three characteristics have a powerful thing in common: a setting whose rugged beauty is incomparable. Ventana Inn Can I give you a glass of wine? The receptionist asks me in Ventana's main cabin. He sets a table as with coffee, tea, cheese and fruit, as well as Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. Classical guitar music plays in the background.
This is no ordinary check-in; it is an extraordinary welcome. Your massage is set to sex, he says. Feel free to relax here while we take care of your luggage. My room, with wood-paneled walls and ceilings, has the look of a giant sauna. There is also a tiled fireplace, a window pane alcove for napping and reading, and a large veranda that frames a view of mountains, sea and sky. If only we could do something about that paisley
bedspread and the ruffled pillows. An hour remains until my massage, so I head for the pool (one of two on Ventana) which is downhill from my room. The half-dozen there all speak, even Sims, quietly. Something about this magnificent country inspires silence. There are no children splashing about; Ventana encourages guests to leave the children at home. At one end of the pool is a clothing-optional Japanese bathhouse divided into
men's, women's, and co-ed areas; each has its own hot tub and redwood sun deck. After a soak, I'm not sure I even need a massage. But when the therapist arrives at my room and starts working on my neck and shoulders, I know that this sunset session is worth the $90 price tag. The 80 km long hike through the redwoods to the inn's restaurant is auspicious. Equally promising is the multilevel dining room with fireplaces, wooden
beams, and large windows. But I feel trouble with the arrival of a basket of overly sweet and gooey rye bread. Worse, my crab cake appetizer seems to have come straight from the supermarket freezer. Fortunately, my main course - fettuccine primavera with shrimp - saves the evening. And breakfast makes my day. This rich buffet of muffins, fruit, granola, fresh juices and pumpkin and apple Bundt cakes are laid out in the main
building, as well as in a small library up the hillside, more comfortable for guests staying in the newer rooms. Ventana provides large wooden trays so that everything can be carried back to rooms (room service will also deliver a scaled-down version of the same breakfast). However, I can't think of a better place to enjoy this party than under an umbrella on the patio of the main lodge. Just watch out for overly friendly crested jays – not
to mention other servings of pumping Bundt cake. Hwy. 1; 800/628-6500 or 831/667-2331, fax 831/667-2419; doubles from $215, including breakfast. Deetjen's Big Sur InnAfter the soothing welcome of Ventana, it's rather a shock to arrive at Deetjen's. You make the scary, easy to miss off Highway 1 and there you are – right in the middle of it all, with the main lodge on the left side and a crowded parking lot and bungalows on your
right. At the reception, which turns out to be the restaurant's bar, the hardened hostess points to a nearby cottage. Van Gogh, she says. Upstairs, to the right. What about a key? I ask. We don't use them. You can lock your room when you're inside, if you want. Deetjen's - a union of eight Beatrix Potter-like cottages with 19 rooms and suites - began as a road house in the 1930s. Now the small town has a legion of loyal fans who love
its Spartan style and low prices. My room ($85 per night) is a delightful space decorated with van Gogh prints, found furniture, and fluffy down duvets on the two beds. There is a sink; the bathroom is outside the door and shared with the room next door. The walls are paper-thin - it even says on the room's information sheet. Deetjens regulars also love the inns dining room. Although the four small, tchotchke-loaded salons won't win any
decorating awards, the food is superb. The chef - a local man named Peter Charles, formerly of Ventana (their loss!) - keeps it simple, sticking to seasonal ingredients. I start with a steamed artichoke and a delicious Thai pepper-and-carrot salad. The main course of grilled salmon is just as good, and the included zucchini polenta and small parsnip pancakes are delicious surprises. There's no nightlife in Big Sur, so after dinner, I'll sit
in my room with a Raymond Chandler mystery. I'm worried about how well I'm going to sleep, because Van Gogh is practically on Highway 1, but at 10 o'clock traffic has died down and I barely make it through the second chapter. The morning is a dream - foggy, chilly, and infused with pungent scents of forest smoke. This is stay-in-bed weather, but I venture down to the restaurant when it opens at 8 am .m for a proper breakfast – if
you can call a big blueberry pancake right. Before I leave, I'm investigating some of Deetjens' other properties. Two of the most charming share my cottage: Petite Cuisine ($65) is an adorable single in a former kitchen; the Open Room ($145) has a working working and a private deck. Although some of the units are significantly larger – Creek House comes with a body! -- my absolute favorite is Castro Canyon ($145), a private one-
bedroom bungalow by a creek, with a skylight above the bed looking up at towering redwoods. No wonder honeymooners are popular. Hwy. 1; 831/667-2377; doubles from $70. Post Ranch InnWhen it opened in 1992, the Post Ranch Inn wasn't just another resort: it was a vanguard example of environmentally sensitive architecture. Although not particularly beautiful, Post Ranch's remarkable-looking structures, built of rough wood,
stone and thick glass, fit seamlessly into 98 glorious acres at the edge of a cliff 1,100 feet above the Pacific Ocean. In fact, as you pass the entrance gate and start driving through pastures and rolling hills, you might wonder where the resort is. The guest rooms are basically invisible: some fade into the slope; others have roofs and walls overgrown with moss and flowers. My room is a beautiful place with bubinga wooden walls, slate
floors, and an impressive concrete fireplace. The bathroom's huge sunken bathtub looks out through tall trees to blonde and green fields over a valley. As inviting as this room is, the ultimate attraction of the Post Ranch is the property itself – it's so scattered that almost every foray involves a short to medium hike (or you can call for a shuttle van). One of my favorite places at Post Ranch is Basking Pool, an infinity hot tub cut into the
cliff edge. Another unforgettable Post Ranch experience is dinner in the dramatic glass-walled restaurant, so skillfully cantilevered into the rocks that you feel as if you're aboard some amazing blimps. To raw on everything, the food is as heavenly as the setting. I'm not disappointed with the $63 prix fixe menu – from the amuse-bouche of roasted garlic on small toast that starts the meal, to the salad of cultured-on-the-property
vegetables, to herb-crusted ahi tuna, to strawberry and rhubarb sorbets. It's been a perfect day - but unfortunately it doesn't end well. Despite all the award-winning architecture, I can hear every step of my upstairs neighbours. Perhaps the powers at Post Ranch should take a cue from Deetjen's, where guests are cautiously urged to consider the peace and privacy of their neighbors. Or maybe I should have requested an upstairs room
– or one of the sod cabins on the ocean. Hwy. 1; 800/527-2200 or 831/667-2200, fax 831/667-2824; doubles from $365, including breakfast. Jumping to the main contentCalifornia is wide and expansive, with 840 miles of coastline, mountain ranges at either end and a host of notable wine regions in between. If you feel the need to get out of town, but don't cross state lines, you're in luck. There are plenty of places you can go to get
away—places that feel far, far away even if they're not. Here are 15 hotels and resorts in California that we recommend doing the job. All lists displayed on Condé Nast Traveler are selected by our editors. If you book something through our links we can earn an affiliate commission. This resort is peak Laguna Beach, set on 300 acres of sweeping bluffs and crystalline beaches. The recently renovated hotel's 258 rooms and bungalows
overlook panoramic views of the Pacific Ocean-yes, the building's horse school layout is such that each room has sea views. The rooms are wrapped in muted tones that promote relaxing vibes and frame the horizon. Relax in poolside cabanas separated by herb gardens, or in one of the 20,000 square feet of Spa Montage's 21 treatment rooms. Make sure to try the tasting menu at Studio, one of Montage Laguna Beach's three
restaurants, where you'll dine on rare delicacies like local spiny lobster, antelope ridge, sturgeon, and Santa Barbara abalone. Book now: From $738 a night, at Skylark.comA kind of homely luxury is everywhere on this 250-acre Napa Valley gem. If you can, spring for the Estate Suite, with more than 2,000 square feet, indoor and outdoor showers, a fireplace, and an outdoor dining room with a look out into the forest. There is a golf
course and croquet lawns, as well as exclusive access to some of the most exclusive wine country events—the restaurant at Meadowood caters for some of the best in the region—and even sensory evaluation classes. The restaurant, a legendary three-Michelin-star eatery, is reason enough to stay here. Led by chef Christopher Kostow, guests can opt for a tasting menu or the ever-changing 15-20 course chef's table experience,
considered a unique opportunity by many. Book now: From $519 per night, at Skylark.comSmack in the middle of Napa Valley, the area is surrounded by vines, making it feel more like you're staying at a winery than a typical resort. The main building is also barn-like, and the cottages and courtyard rooms are set in small cul-de-sacs, which make a kind of mini-neighborhood feel. The airy rooms continue the luxe rural vibe, each with
its own fireplace and French doors leading out onto stone patios and manicured gardens. You may not have to leave the resort at all, as there is a mock Town Square with a market, and the Farm restaurant books local bands and musicians to play while serving seasonal menus utilizing the hotel's gardens and orchards. Book now: From $609 per night, at Skylark.comThis 45-acre resort can rest on a quiet property, but its focus is on
more active recreation. Racquet enthusiasts can practice their volley on 19 tennis courts (including two European clay courts) that make Rancho Valencia one of a tennis retreat, while more outdoor types can hike, cycle or take outdoor yoga classes. Not to be overshadowed: proximity to world-famous San Diego-area golf clubs like Farms and Torrey Pines. The 49 hacienda-style casita rooms are secluded and spacious, all with
vaulted ceilings, fireplaces and private patios overlooking lush olive and citrus groves and culinary Guests are invited to surface fallen fruits to garnish their drinks at one of the hotel's two restaurants, Veladora and Pony Room.Book now: From $649 per night, at Skylark.comThis hideaway in the mountains above Santa Barbara opened in 1918. It still maintains the vibe of an old Hollywood escape, with its architectural fusion of
California Artisans and Spanish colonial styles. But accommodations and amenities are swanky modern, with access to electric bikes so you can cruise into town, and a zero-angular freshwater pool with sweeping views of the Pacific Ocean. The 92 bungalow-style rooms are spacious and comfortable, some designed in the pristine white Spanish style and some in the earthy, woody tones of handicrafts. The dining room has a menu
full of luxe favorites like Royal Kaluga caviar, locally sourced halibut and lamb loins from Sonoma.Book now: From $478 per night, at Skylark.comCarmel Valley Ranch is a perfect sanctuary nestled at the bottom of a valley about 25 minutes from Monterey Bay. The 500 acres of sprawl are similar to the county from Lord of the Rings, but the real magic is in the activities the resort offers: top-tier tennis instructors, a Pete Dye-designed
bentgrass golf course, and several hiking trails of varying difficulty levels that come from the resort. We're happy to report a kid-friendly activity calendar that's actually fun with a great kids pool, a beekeeping experience, and geo-caching lessons. At the end of the day, you can grab a bite at Valley Kitchen, where meals are locally sourced and they serve goat cheese and wine made right on site. Book now: From $329 per night, the
Skylark.comFarmhouse Inn has a bucolic vibe—some have even said Provencal—with its overgrown gardens and gracefully relaxed service. We appreciate the getaway atmosphere as a hub to explore Sonoma, which doesn't get as many tourists as nearby Napa Valley, but offers as much. Owned by the Bartolomei family, a Vintner clan that has been in the Russian river valley since the early 20th century, this is a wine lover's dream.
Their arsenal includes the Michelin-starred Farmhouse Restaurant, which serves an ever-changing farm-to-table menu, the family's own Lost &amp; Found Wines, as well as a full-service spa. Rooms are quiet with vaulted ceilings and verandas that endure ona wooded area, contributing to the relaxing atmosphere. Book now: From $367 per night, the Skylark.comShutters are perfect for travelers who want to wake up and smell the
salty air from the Pacific Ocean, but still have easy access to all the action. Maybe that's why it's known as Hollywood's Beach House for its A-list clientele (Angelina Jolie, Christian Bale, and Brad Pitt have all been seen here). Located on the promenade near the Santa Monica Pier, there are plenty of people-watching. But the white shingled, New England-style beach house hotel is still cozy and elegant, with a blue chip art collection
(works by John Baldessari, Kelly, and Jasper Johns to name a few). The beachfront rooms have the titular hatches that open directly to a sea view. Four-poster beds, walnut furniture and custom-made bedding support a restful sleep after a lively L.A. day. The two restaurants, 1 Pico and Coast, offer fresh seafood (and other options) as well as a formidable wine list. Book now: From $516 per night, at Expedia.comWe could tell you
about handmade teak bathtubs, 8,000-thread-counting Italian bedding by Anichini, shoji screens and tatami rugs, the peaceful minimalist rooms overlooking the Pacific Ocean (only 11 rooms and 5 bungalows in total), in-room spa treatments, or access to the Malibu Racquet Club. We could mention Carbon Beach (one of Malibu's least busy public beaches) right on your doorstep, or the invisible but attentive staff, and of course the
restaurant, where you can get Nobu standbys like Black Cod with Miso. But what's best about Nobu Ryokan is the exclusivity - even the front door of the hotel is locked all the time- but once you're inside, you're treated like royalty. Book now: Ask for prices at noburyokanmalibu.comThe name evokes a lazy, relaxing hut where barefoot surfers lounge by an open fire on the beach. While it may not be just that, there is something oh so
Californian about this place, named after the beach in front of it which is in fact a classic Malibu surf spot. The mid-11th-century former motel has been renovated into a luxuriously chic 20-room hotel. Yet some of the homeliness seeps through: the lobby is designed to resemble the living room of a beach house, and the rooms are bright and bright, providing good vibes. There are lots of natural materials—limestone, white oak, teak
and rooms are decorated with locally made ceramics. Splurge at the Surfrider Suite and you can lounge on the outdoor terrace hammock before supper at the outdoor terrace table facing the beach. The rooftop terrace is the perfect place to escape, as it is open only to hotel guests. Book now: From $449 per night, on expedia.comSet on 22 acres in a part of the country often referred to as the American Riviera, this Mediterranean-
style resort (with wisps of Spanish colonial style) is dramatic and beautiful to behold. Its jungle-like gardens and manse-like exterior are striking, as are its rooms, all come with rain showers, deep bathtubs, iron ornamental plants, and walnut furniture. Book a Premiere or Executive room, which lands you access to the private Coral Casino Beach and Cabana Club just outside the grounds. Food is best at Tydes, which has delicacies
from the sea (charcoal-roasted black cod and sea scallops with blood orange in a buttermilk sauce) and the farm (côte de boeuf to share with chef Erik Anderson), or at Bella Vista, which has stunning views of the Pacific.Book now: From $575 per night, at Skylark.comMontecito—just east of Santa Barbara—is as tony as California gets as California gets as California gets as California gets as California gets as California gets as
California gets , and Rosewood fits in. Miramar Beach, in front of the resort, is lined lined dramatic bluffs leading out into Half Moon Bay, where the water is blue and clear. The resort is set on the legendary Miramar Hotel's 16-hectare grounds. The ghosts of the historic wellness retreat—which was open in one form or another for more than 100 years—have been excised, and the vibe now is swank, with a clean and subtle color
scheme with lots of white, soft blues, and sandy and gray natural tones. The rooms and bungalows are chic as well as the dining options. Sample the produce-centric, locally sourced menu at the outpost of Malibu Farm, Italian food at Caruso's (run by Massimo Falsini, formerly of Harry's Bar in Rome), and the Miramar Beach Bar, which looks out over the sea. Book now: From $1,193 per night, at Expedia.comThere are golf courses,
and then there's Casa Palmero on Pebble Beach. Their course, Pebble Beach Golf Links, opened more than 100 years ago in 1919, and has had as long and storied a story as any. The resort, a former private residence that opened in 1999, is directly on the course-room overlooking the first and second fairways—making it an absolute dream for golfers. But Casa Palmero offers so much more than tee times. The rooms feature a rural
vibe-spacious with wood-burning fireplaces, exposed beamed ceilings and wrought iron fixtures, spa at Pebble Beach offers award-winning service. In addition, it is only a five-minute walk down to the peaceful beach. Book now: From $1,278 per night, at Skylark.comThis luxury resort, patterned after a vintner property, is tucked into a 157-acre estate in a secluded Napa Valley canyon. It's close enough to vineyards that you can make
it your home base, but far enough out in the woods to feel like a retreat. It's also near the petrified forest, Robert Louis Stevenson State Park and Old Faithful Geyers (California one), so you can take a break from touring vineyards to see some scenery. The woodsy lodge-like suites include fireplaces, outdoor garden showers and mineral water tubs. Dinner can be dined at the Lakehouse, overlooking peaceful Lake Lommel, and serves
a four-course prix fixe menu with local delights. Book now: From $664 a night, the Skylark.comFew hotels in the world are like the Post Ranch Inn, dramatically set on the rocks above Big Sur. The 39-room hotel is built organically in the surrounding wood-wood forest, making the line between nature and hotel almost imperceptible. Rooms feature floor-to-ceiling windows that reveal panoramic sea views, crackling fireplaces and private
decks with outdoor showers and whirlpools. The spa emphasizes healing, and you can even book a session with Shaman Jon Rasmussen, who can help get to the root of issues weighing you down. Don't miss the cliff-top pools for a remarkable place to do some stargazing. Book Now: From $1,024 per night, Skylark.com Skylark.com
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